
 

 

 

 

SOUTHEAST ARKANSAS COLLEGE POLICY                                    

7.23   Intellectual Property 

The following policy language was taken in part from the Intellectual Property definitions and 

guidance from the American Association of University Professors (AAUP).  

1.0 Southeast Arkansas College believes that the public interest is best served by creating an 

intellectual environment whereby creative efforts and innovations can  be encouraged and 

rewarded, while still retaining for the College and its learning communities’ reasonable 

access to, and use of, the intellectual property for whose creation  the College has 

provided assistance.  

2.0 The College supports the development, production, and dissemination of intellectual 

property by its faculty members. 

3.0 Although the law provides for several different types of Intellectual Property, faculty 

concerns  center on two, copyrights and patents.  

4.0 The following definitions are taken from pertinent federal statutes 

• The term "Copyright" shall be understood to mean that bundle of rights that protect 

original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known 

or later developed, from which  they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise 

communicated, either  directly or with the aid of a machine or device. 

• "Works of authorship" (including computer programs) include but are not limited to 

the following: literary works; musical works, including any accompanying words; 

dramatic works, including any accompanying music;  pantomimes and choreographic 

works; pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works (photographs, prints, diagrams, models, 

and technical drawings); motion pictures and other audiovisual works; sound 

recordings; and architectural works. 

• "Tangible media" include, but are not limited to, books, periodicals, manuscripts, 

phone records, films, tapes, and disks. 

• The term "Patent" shall be understood to mean that bundle of rights that protect 

inventions or discoveries which constitute any new and useful process, machine, 

manufacture, or composition of matter or any new and useful improvement thereof; 

new and ornamental designs for any useful article and plant patents being for the 

asexual reproduction of a distinct variety  of plant, including cultivated sprouts, 

mutants, hybrids, and new found seedlings, other than a tuber propagated plant or 

plant found in an uncultivated state. 



 

 

5.0 Material created for ordinary teaching use in the classroom or online and in department 

programs, such as syllabi, assignments, and tests, shall remain the property of the faculty 

author, but the College shall be permitted to use such material for internal instructional, 

educational, and administrative purposes, including satisfying requests of accreditation 

agencies for faculty-authored syllabi and course descriptions. 
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